Fostering open source collaboration with technical writers

Visit https://g.co/seasonofdocs

Documentation is essential to the adoption of open source projects as well as to the success of their communities. Season of Docs brings technical writers and open source projects together to improve documentation, foster collaboration, and learn documentation best practices in the open source space.

During the program, open source organizations work closely with technical writers to create documentation projects and measure documentation impact. Technical writers learn open source practices and develop new skills.

Want to join in? Visit the website at https://g.co/seasonofdocs.

Timeline

Feb 9 - Mar 26  Open source organizations apply
Apr 16       Accepted organizations announced
Apr 16 - Nov 15 Documentation development period
Jun 16       Monthly evaluations begin
Nov 16 - 30  Case studies and final project reports submitted
December 14 Google publishes the 2021 case studies and aggregate project data

Announcements
https://groups.google.com/group/season-of-docs-announce

Questions?
season-of-docs@google.com
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#SeasonOfDocs